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short-hved merger with Malaysia in 1963. In it Hsu proposes a 
cultural history, from the neolithic to the contemporary, which 
sought the viability of a concept of national culture, one that 
could accommodate the dynamics of cultural encounters, 
reshaping older traditions and forg ing newer pract ices, while at 
the same time presupposing a collect1ve struggle to 1dent1fy such 
practices to Malaya and Singapore. Nation and citizenship as 
crucial themes in the decades leading to Singapore's self-rule 
and eventual independence made the work of commentators 
and pract itioners complex, whether held latent or overt. For Hsu 
who wrote for the Chinese language newspapers, part of this 
concern involved negotiating between national and communal 
identities. Hsu·s final invocation �from desert to oasis" proposed 
a modernity shaped by positions and interactions. optimistic ,n 
his prognosis that �Malayan art" in 1963, conceived by choice or 
accident, is already upon us. 

Marco Hsu·s cursory survey of Malaya's material and cultural 
histories has to be appreciated 1n its relationship to a mass 

public as arguments and positions developed OVfK time, 
published variously during the furtive periOd of the 19508. In a 
period significant tor creative writers and artists to stake tiler 
varied positions on art, society and polities, he was not alone In 
his belef in the active use of the media to shape poblic opinions 

A Nation in the Maki,g was written by S Aajarattlam 1)110( 
to his entry into pollllcs when ho was an ecilonal - at the 

Straits Times and was then known as a joumallsl, fiction writer 
and playwllght The six part radio play was - by 
Raclo Malaya llom 11 JIAy to 15 August 1957 at lhe<N8of lhe 
lcnMll0l,oflhe-oft.1alaya. 
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